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Credibility Check Tool it's here! Check 20 accounts for free!


Learn more
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Manage and Collaborate
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Automations and Integrations




Integration eCommerce API
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Auto-Detect Publications
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Auto-Detect Creators
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Integrations Agnostic Platform
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Measure and Report
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Goals
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Use Cases



Branded Campaign
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Gifting Campaign
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Sponsored Campaign
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User Generated Content (UGC)
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Online Sales Boost Campaign
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Roles
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Influencer Marketers
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Agency Account Managers
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Talent Managers
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Growth Hackers
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Brand Managers
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Top and mid-tier Creators
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Creator Discovery Tool
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Self-Service Dashboard
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Performance-Driven
Influencer Marketing Solutions


Our advanced data-driven tools and expert services will meet your most sophisticated requests.


Request Demo











Selected brands working with indaHash
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20 000+



Campaigns
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600+



Brands
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100+



Countries worldwide
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90+



Great professionals
and outstanding specialists
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Languages we can communicate
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Offices globally








Drive  significant revenue growth with a potential 5x increase in sales


Revolutionize your business success with our cutting-edge strategies that not only drive significant revenue growth but also promise a potential fivefold increase in sales. Our proven methodologies are tailored to amplify your market presence and elevate your bottom line to unprecedented heights.
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Elevate your brand by collaborating with influencers, achieving 25% boost in consumer awareness.


Our proven approach guarantees heightened recognition and sustained success, providing your business with increased visibility and making a lasting impression on your target audience.





Revitalize  your brand narrative: 25% more reach, 4x engagement with influencer content creation.


Transform your brand effortlessly through strategic influencer collaboration, expanding your reach and achieving a significant increase in engagement. Elevate your narrative, captivating your audience with ease.
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* The statistics are based on 100 randomly selected campaigns conducted by our managed service team.





 Explore the collaboration opportunities with  indaHash  for your benefit


We provide end-to-end campaign support and deliver a tool that perfectly caters to all your influencer marketing needs.


Request Demo








Managed Service


End-to-end data-driven influencer marketing services


Strategy and Ideation


Influencer Recruitment


Fraud Prevention


Influencer Guidance


Native Post Boosting


Campaign Analysis


Creative Studio


API Connection




Do you need support with developing and executing your influencer marketing strategies? We are here to help! Our team can take the hassle out of influencer marketing for you. We will make sure that you get the best ROI on your campaigns, with your content reaching the right people at the right time. Our company is leading global brands across all categories as well as challenger brands who we help grow. Work with us to get the most cost-effective and data-driven influencer marketing solution that gets results.


Learn more




Software


Solutions for in-house Influencer Marketing 


Creator Search


Creator Lists


AI Image Recognition Tool


Competitor Post Check


Audience Overlap Tool


Content Moderation


Creator Showcase Builder


Integration eCommerce API


Advanced Report Builder




Get access to an all-in-one platform for automated and simple management of your influencer marketing activities. Discover the best matching creators, build long-term partnerships with them, store and moderate every piece of content. Moreover, you get insightful auto-generated reports and avoid too many spreadsheets. Use task management and chat features to keep everything on track. Sounds amazing, right? Explore more possibilities to suit your needs with our expert on a demo call and get a free trial to the indaHash Self-Serve platform.


Learn more












Mobile App for Creators


The Global Creator Community
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The indaHash app allows digital creators to earn money by participating in brand campaigns on their social media profiles. After logging in, creators can see the list of campaigns divided by brands working with indaHash. By clicking on details creators receive the information containing conditions and tasks that need to be done to complete the assignment. After completing the task correctly creators receive payment. Content creators and influencers are able to see their remuneration even before they decide whether to participate in the campaign or not.


Learn more






What our clients say about  indaHash


We always listen to the needs of our clients and we know it works!





IndaHash provided a seamless platform experience and an efficient way for us to upweight our influencer output, cost-effectively and quickly. The team were always on hand to provide guidance and work with us to ensure we ended up with the perfect selection of influencers who were on brand and would produce high  quality content to meet our campaign objectives. The campaign results were clearly presented in a post-campaign report and included an in-depth analysis of the results which gave us a clear picture of ROI and impact of the campaign. Would highly recommend.

[image: Ciara Heslam]

Ciara HeslamContent and Publishing Strategist at Hill+Knowlton Strategies


Indahash has now handled several campaigns for us, which we are very happy with. They find the perfect influencers for each campaign within the agreed time.  They take care of the briefings and have short lines of communication with the influencers. IDH's platform is also very clear and easy to work with. The reports are delivered on time and are clear. We are very satisfied with IDH's working method.

[image: Ana Rodriguez-Dominguez]

Ana Rodriguez-DominguezPR & Communications Manager at Wella Professionals


IndaHash provided a seamless platform experience and an efficient way for us to upweight our influencer output, cost-effectively and quickly. The team were always on hand to provide guidance and work with us to ensure we ended up with the perfect selection of influencers who were on brand and would produce high  quality content to meet our campaign objectives. The campaign results were clearly presented in a post-campaign report and included an in-depth analysis of the results which gave us a clear picture of ROI and impact of the campaign. Would highly recommend

[image: Sarah Pinch]

Sarah PinchManaging Director, Social Media & Influence at Ketchum


It was a pleasure working with Indahash. The team were quick to respond to any queries, always a joy to be on calls with, and the process from start to finish was simple and stress free. Their dashboard, and reporting documents, were incredibly easy to use and I would highly recommend using them for any small or big campaigns you do. 
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Lightbody GeorgiaBrand Manager at Emmi Caffé Latte


Indahash has now handled several campaigns for us, which we are very happy with. They find the perfect influencers for each campaign within the agreed time.  They take care of the briefings and have short lines of communication with the influencers. IDH's platform is also very clear and easy to work with. The reports are delivered on time and are clear. We are very satisfied with IDH's working method.

[image: Kalina Stawiarz]

Kalina StawiarzHEAD OF CORPORATE & BRAND PR at EOBUWIE.PL SA


indaHash really helps brands overcome the hurdle of producing localised content in an inexpensive way - the majority of my brand portfolio, in particular, is global and the content shared is not always relevant to specific markets. IDH has helped overcome this barrier in a fun, exciting, and cost effective way! A great way for brands to resonate with markets.

[image: Jarred Trembath]

Jarred Trembathhead of Social Media at Mediacom ZA


I am very satisfied with the cooperation! Our campaign finished with 110% KPI delivery - it also generated a collection of excellent influencer content promoting our product. The indaHash team kept me up to date on the campaign details and expected outcomes during every stage of our collaboration. The platform is very intuitive and allows brands to easily add comments, provide feedback, and request changes - which are then immediately implemented by the team!

[image: Kate Knight]

Kate KnightClient Services Manager at vouchercloud 
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They wrote about us



Marketing professionals like to divide up creators into categories according to how many people are following them (...) Barbara Soltysinka, the CEO and cofounder of London-based marketing platform indaHash, says this is the way forward for many brands, as the industry sees a trend of being reallocated from television to influencer marketing.
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Many influencers were reaching out to companies — one at a time — asking for free products to review on their accounts. But indaHash designed a platform that allows companies to create campaigns and gives influencers the chance to respond.
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(...) innovative digital influencer marketing platform indaHash, whose main focus lies in connecting social media power users with brands, have compiled some fascinating research on influencers and how they can leverage Valentine’s Day to promote products and brands."
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Many influencers were reaching out to companies — one at a time — asking for free products to review on their accounts. But indaHash designed a platform that allows companies to create campaigns and gives influencers the chance to respond.
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Technology companies such as start-up indaHash offer a SAAS platform for brands and agencies to manage influencer campaigns with authentic branded content at speed and scale.
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They started to rethink the value of reach: what good was it to have a million sets of eyes on a video if it didn’t lead to anything? This question led to several answers, the final one being a very cool platform called indaHash.
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(...)indaHash, has been enabling large and medium sized brands to reach millions of millennial influencers through its unique digital platform that encourages and facilitates engagement between companies and consumers.
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Apps and platforms with catchy names such as (...) indaHash (...) help users with a significant following (...) connect with brands and monetise their account.
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Empower your business by incorporating influential marketing campaigns today


Schedule a consultation with our expert team to meticulously analyze your brand’s unique requirements. By leveraging our expertise, we’ll craft a tailored solution that precisely aligns with and addresses the specific needs of your brand, ensuring optimal results.


Request Demo
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Say no to fake influencers with indaHash's Free Credibility Check Tool!
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Up to 20 free credits for account Credibility.
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Rate follower Authenticity on a 0-100 scale.
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Evaluate trustworthiness from all angles.






Learn more









